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ADBI News 30: ADBI’s newest collaborations

EVENT
 ADBI joins the Council for Global Problem Solving

On 9 May, ADBI officially joined the Council for Global Problem-Solving (CGP), a circle of
world-class think tanks and research institutions committed to providing long-term policy
advice to the Group of Twenty (G20). Among the CGP’s members are The Brookings
Institution, Bruegel, Center for Strategic and International Studies, and Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development. CGP also supports the work of Think20 (T20), a
network of international think tanks for the G20. ADBI will lead the T20 during Japan’s G20
presidency in 2019.

ADBI joins the 3rd Asia-Pacific Region Alternative Finance
Industry Survey
ADBI teams up with the Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance and Zhejiang University’s
Academy of Internet Finance to capture key trends in the development, size, transaction
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volume, and growth of alternative finance such as crowdfunding, peer-to-peer (marketplace)
lending, reward-based, and other new forms of finance outside the traditional financial
system across Asia and the Pacific. Survey results will be published later this year in the 3rd
Asia-Pacific Region Alternative Finance Industry Report and made freely available to help
inform policy makers and regulators. The survey will run from 29 May to 6 July 2018. Click
here to see the survey link and here to view last year’s report.

More events

PODCAST
 Migrant workers add huge value to the countries where

they work

As parts of the developed world tighten foreign worker laws and maintain a hostile rhetoric
against “immigrants” and “refugees,” a new report shows Asian migrant workers add
economic value to their new countries.

Listen to the podcast here

More episodes

WORKING PAPER
 Young enterprises and bank credit denials

New enterprises consistently experience higher denials from banks compared with more
established businesses.

Read more and download the working paper

More working papers

BLOG
 Dismissal laws, innovation, and economic growth

While stringent labor laws dampen economic growth, laws that govern the dismissal of
employees are exceptions as they encourage economic growth through greater firm-level
innovation.

Read more

More from Asia Pathways, the ADBI blog
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Want to contribute?

UPCOMING EVENTS
 Workshop on Labor Income Share in Asia: Conceptual

Issues, Drivers, and Policy Implications
 12–13 June 2019, ADBI, Tokyo, Japan

Services-Led Development: Prospects and Policies
 19–20 June 2018, ADBI, Tokyo, Japan

More events

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENTS

Research Associates
 Closing Date: 8 June 2018

Project Consultant
 Closing Date: 15 June 2018

Read more

Disclaimer
 The views expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the

Asian Development Bank Institute or the Asian Development Bank. Materials may be
reprinted with credit given to ADBI News.

To send comments or subscribe for free, e-mail adbinews@adbi.org; fax a message to +81-
3-3593-5571; or write to ADBI News, Kasumigaseki Building 8F, 3-2-5 Kasumigaseki,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-6008, Japan.
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